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it's easy to get lost in the latest true crime podcast or your favorite binge
worthy show but what about your own story that's the most important story of
all and therapy helps you write it better help therapy is 100% online and
designed to be convenient and flexible enough to squeeze in between the next
episode on your list get started today at betterHELP.com
slash cause for 10% off your first month
Tony Media
I'm Issa Hoes
I'm Marc-Marie Huibrecht
Welcome to Marc-Marie and Issa
Find something
How many stars do we give?
Pretty good
We're going to have pretty good
Not about ping-pong, but a little bit
Yeah, pretty good
That's the theme
It's very important
Imagine you don't have it
And what do you do with it?
We do doze off
And how often?
We're going to talk about that
We're going to start with the week
We start with the week
That was
And we also have a leaf
And we have a leaf this week
The Tony family
They're going to go on a weekend
to the Ardennes
It's just the
It's just the
It's just the
We're going to leave
We're going to leave
And we're going to stay behind
But
So now I had to explain
So I thought
I saw the libelles
Did you say libelles or libelles?
The libelles
My mother and my neighbour
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had the margit and the libelles
And then they switched
On the middle of the week
And then after three months
they said the subscription
And then they took an subscription
Because they got a gift with it
But then they were from the margit
and the other from the libelles
So uh
But it was pretty good
And we have
Modern etiquette
But we start with this week
How was your week?
Well, I was at the film festival
In Utrecht
I already thought
I really saw that
Somewhere in the leaves
Two stars in the Ardennes car
Because he won a prize for
Sweet Dreams
He won at the film festival in Locarno
I don't get it
Two stars
And he said how did the stars fall
I fell on the red carpet
That was really stupid
But what happened
I had a long belly
A wide belly
And I was just
Passed all the interviews
And then I was waiting
For someone from the film festival
If you please
After Georgina
And I was waiting
And I see another end of the red carpet
I see Haio
I thought I'm going to think
I'm going to be a little enthusiastic
I want to go to him
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And I think about my own belly
And I fall for him
And I come up
And he says oh you people
So he didn't see me
But Georgina was so shocked
That they stopped
And then everyone went with the camera
And they filmed me
They said is it okay?
I said yes
And you had blue spots
On my knee
I can show it
But it's okay
But I wanted to say something else
I was on a fashion show yesterday
And I really liked that
The photographer came to me
And said I don't know if you're stupid Issa
But I want to say
That I'm so proud of your podcast
He said yes
But I'm just going to say
That I use it to fall asleep
I said are we going to sleep like this?
He said no
I think too much
So I read newspaper
And then I can't stop thinking about the world
And when I turn on you for the sleep
Then I get very happy
I thought that was so sweet
And then I fall asleep
And then the next day I think
I have to go back a little bit
And then I can come back again
So sweet
I use it like this
I fall asleep
But I think it's interesting
So I hear the beginning
About the newspaper
And what happens
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And then they start with a record
I do that
Then you can continue
And then Wilma Borgmans
I think it's super fun
She always does politics
And she's very up
Because then for example
Simone Weymans is the presenter
I think it's really fun
And then Wilma Borgmans comes
And she always starts
And she often says that name
And she's very up
I think it's really nice
Because I like Wilma Borgmans
But then slowly
I don't know where I fell asleep
The next day I thought I fell asleep
So I use it as a podcast
I don't lie between 11-12 in bed
But later
And I also fell asleep
What Nick says about tomorrow
Because that's a nice program
So that's why
Who is that?
That's someone who came to take photos
That's a photographer
That's someone who makes photos
A nice photographer
I wasn't a well-known photographer
But I knew
What a photographer
What a photographer
Was it your week, Marie?
Well, this week I was assertive
But it can also be said that
Not too often
Can you say something like that?
Can you say something like that?
What would you do?
You're in a car wash
Car wash?
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Car wash
Car wash
Can you sing that song?
Yes, nice
Car wash
I sit in the car wash
I always do it
Because I think it's best to do it
To do a full package
That's what they think
And that's what it's called in Tilburg
It's a two-pack package
I wanted to say that
It's for what?
It's for 8 euros
But it's not for a day
It's not for a day
I said
I'm not a senior
Sorry
It's from 50 plus
I thought
It's for 65 or 70
But it was 50
So I was a senior
And I was injured
And I was happy with the recording
The recording was the same
And then I go in
And what I do almost never
Because I'm not someone from clean cars
That doesn't make any difference
Do you think it's under the roof?
No
I don't park in Aviv Fauna
So I just do it
But with me it's too much
You know where you park
For the doors there are no trees
But that's fine
You were in the car wash
Yes, I was in the car wash
You were in the car wash
I was in the car wash
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So I was in the car wash
With gloves
And then I came to the police
I don't know if I remember
Where I drove
And then one thing was gone
So on this side
There was a roller
There was also a roller over my roof
But on this side
I was looking down
And then I saw
A slide
I thought
But I was in the corner
So I came out of the VIP
I don't think it's a VIP-treatment
So I came out
And I parked
And I was walking around
What I thought
And then I saw
That I thought
It's prettier than this side
And then I walked back
That's indeed
Assertive
I said
I'm a VIP
You're right
I'm a VIP-treatment
I said
I saw it
But it's my
You said
It was really nice
You told me
That there was no difference
It was cheap
No, you can't drive through it
The other day for Jan-Lew and me
It's all for that
It's really cheap
I think so
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It's not like that
So the boys said
Do you see the money?
Do you see the difference?
It's pretty far from the car
Of course he didn't go with me
To see what the difference was
Normally it was made very quickly
But now we're at a big company
I don't know what they're going to make
He said
And of course I got a bond for free
A bond
I can make it myself
It was an old cash bond
So it's on the back
VIP for the bank
It was a deal
And then there's his name there
Clothesacks
So now I can with that bond
I always find it a bit wet with a bond
But now I have a bond
I think I'm going to use it
If I don't lose it
Because it's a very thin bond
It would be a shame
Are you going to be more assertive
Then say I had a bond
But I lost it
No, I would never dare
So I keep that bond
But I always find bonds
You also have those people
They have a dine bond
But I also find it a bit
If you give that bond to a restaurant
I have a bond
And I always think
If you give that bond
Do something with that bond
And then it's really out of the fridge
If you're going to pull something
Half wet
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Almost gone
This doesn't look good
It's for the bond
Fine
I always think
You always think
If you get sick
Don't complain about food anymore
Because you had a bond
That's pretty good
So that was my...
Do you know I had an appointment
In the washroom
I don't know what happened
But I was somewhere at a washroom
And I don't understand
That's the demon
I think
But I start it
But how do you keep on running?
I thought
How long can it last?
All the bags are there
Go!
I have more to do
Just a little quick
I'm just a flyer
I'm a flyer
But you just drove
No, but he
I would rather give him the debt
But I don't know what it was
It must have been my debt
I thought
What happens if you drive off?
And I beat him up
But how stupid can you be?
I just dare to say that
I understand
But I'm the only one
There is always a calm
This is going up
It's always on the pole
If you then
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That you are on the brake
Because you think
It's always on
I'm going up
It's always on the pole
But that was a bit
You just drive
It's always on the pole
Well
That was our week
Nice week
Good
Good
Is it good?
Good
I'm going to
Go to bed
Then my focus is
Buy
Then my focus is on small tables
Then my focus is on
Borders
Then my focus is
On clothes
Then my focus is
On bedding
I just
I just
I just bought a new
Deckbed
At the buycorp
Do you have a big deck bed?
Big deck bed
I like that
And one deck bed
Not two
For me
I like that
What do you have on one side?
Or do you have one in the middle?
I have one
But with my legs and arms
I think
It can be a real bed
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Sometimes I lie down at night
I feel
That I start as a virgin
And I'm floating
During the night
And I end up
With my hands
As if I'm on the beach
But do you know what that means?
That they are super comfortable
They are very comfortable
And trust
That's what they say about babies
So I don't start like that
You are going to sleep
Because you have the day
But during the night
It develops
I think
That I am unconscious
Much happier than unconscious
Wait
You are unconscious
Are you happier?
I think that in my dream
I fly
I think
If I can take that with me
That easy
In that dream?
No
I had lucid dreams
I knew
That I was in the bedroom
But people were sitting next to my bed
I was half conscious
That I was dreaming
Who was sitting next to your bed?
That can be anyone
St. Antonius
That could be anyone
Was that your mother?
You could talk to her
No
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Have you ever heard of that?
No
Even when I was sick
At night
The night
It always seems like
Mr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
But then Mr. Hyde
Not that I was scared at night
But more
Relaxed
And opener
Bedding well
I had bedding well
And that irritates me
Look
I think it's a great company
We always go to Amsterdam
If we want to
But what I find
If you want to win
From the internet
You can buy everything
Why are you going to a store
Because it's nice to be helped
Because people know something
I went to buy a bed
And there were two small
Doaches
With pillowcases
And I thought
It's exactly one set
So I buy that
And I go home
There are two pillows
But people don't know
Because
They have no idea
What's there
And what they sell
Or they just think
They didn't think
Because it wasn't a
You just saw it
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It was more
With
The poops
I don't know what the buyer thought
But he thought
I could buy that
And it's nice
But then I had to
With
The pillow
You have to win
I thought
I'm a VIP customer
I'm coming for the car wash
Oh, I'm not good
Oh
Well, Yaseh
Write it down in the comments
But
I like it
But it's very important
What's important
Because you have so much stuff
You have cartoons
I've tried different things
In the past years
And
It's different every time
Yes
No, for me
So what I like
So I had a good feeling
Of a certain brand
But then I thought
I'm very aesthetic
And I'm very happy that it's beautiful
Did I like it as well?
Sure
I don't have time for that
Oh, we'll do that
No, that's fine
If you can say what you want
I'll say it myself
Do you like it as well?
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I think so
Do you like it as well?
Crazy expression
That's really unsympathetic
I think you can say what you want
I think so
But
My shopkeeper
I don't like it
If you like it
He said
I like it
Yes
I like it
I like it
I don't like it
I don't like it
I don't like it
But
It's funny
But
I like it
It's so soft
What do you think?
We were there
What phase are you in now?
Now I have a brand
I don't know what it's called
It's for
Women in the transition
Because he had approached me
I would try to be a bit sad
Come, come, come
But
It was pretty good
It's super nice
Because if you know more
It's really nice
It's more lasting
So I'm in Germany
It's nice to take a break
What is it?
You don't have a cell
It's a different material
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I haven't tried it yet
It's nice
It's special for women
It's a certain kind
The brand
They advertise it
It's very smart
But
Which brand do you like the most?
Well
We came to this theme
Because
I was talking about my underwear
Do you know that?
We said we could use it as a theme
Because
I have a underwear
And it's special for the summer
It's very cool
It looks like
Small
When you pause
I already feel so much
Is that nice?
Right
The right-handed
Right-handed
It looks like
It's very cool
And if you lie in the summer
Then you lie there
Wait
A lace with right-handed
It looks like
You don't have to see it with your naked eye
They do show it
But
It's special for the cool
It's very
It's used in the kitchen
Something like that
It would be nice for women
It would be a good idea
It's expensive
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I think
But
They have to put it on
Or tie it
I don't know
I don't know
They don't have any sugar
But that's nice
But
When it gets warmer
You have to remove it quickly
Because it's too slippery
Because
I think it's an invention
But
When the winter comes
Flannel
I knew it
It's very nice
It's very nice
Because it's so
Soft
And
When I think about it
At some point we made a choice
For one brand that is very soft
And very nice
And I don't know how it's called
Because that's a long time ago
I'm very for
Soft
I'm actually for white
Because you also have a dark bedroom
Because it's nice
Because there are a lot of people in it
Yes
I don't want to talk about that
I heard about the story
About what happened to you
Pressure
Why white
And did you do that with those holes?
How do you call that?
Macramé
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But it's so
How is it called?
It can also
But that it's not completely smooth
Oh no
What do you put in there?
That's nice
It's not that good
It's not that good
I don't like that
I turn a lot
I'm going for photos every night
Like a flinder
I'm going to open every night
I'm going to open every night
Let's take a nice break
Can you take a nice break?
Can you take a nice break?
Other people can
I'm in the corner
I'm in the corner
If there's something
I'm in the corner
It looks nice
But it's very annoying as a pillow
Because as a pillow
We have four pillows
In the book
Where we are fighting
About her house
She's an interior decorator
She has a shop
She has a shop
She has a shop
She built it herself
There's no one
She can buy her own presents
And pack them
She has a wrapping shop
And she takes all the presents
And she has a flower shop
Every time she has to bloom
And she goes down
And she has a pop shop
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She has a lot of dolls
And she puts them down there
And she has a pop shop
And she has a boy
He made a tunnel
I saw in London
That he worked in that shop
In the pop shop
And every day he came to the pop shop
Of course he missed it
But when he came to the pop shop
That he could buy a pop
And he said
He must be very happy
He said
Then I bought him
And the next day he came back
And he went to the prices
Very funny
But don't think this is true
Because it's weird enough
What she does
Barbara Streisand
Has a bed
And the bed is full of cushions
And dolls
But you have to do it every day
You can't do it yourself
But someone has to empty the bed
Every day
Before he can go to bed
And in the morning
I don't like that
Because you have four of them
Sleep cushions
They stay there
Four at the same time?
Not exactly four
But every time
For Karim
It's still a dark shot mode
To find a pillow
But it's really hard
To win
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Because he can't
Every time he thinks
It's a quest
I think how old you are
How important it is
For sure
So I have one loop
When I think about it
And then I have a satin pillow
And they say
That it's good for your skin
But I don't like to sleep
I like it
I hope I find it good
I like it
I like it
No, it's fine
When I'm with the four sides
That are cold
Then I also turn my bed
The pillow
Turn your mattress
Regularly
Did you just do that?
Super heavy
But it's nice for your mattress
So you have to turn your mattress
Regularly
But I also like the satin
I like it
Because when it comes to scratching
There's a million play for waves
Thanks to scratches from the California lottery
Over the plague and make your day
Please play responsibly
Must be 18 years older to purchase play or claim
But good
Sten?
Yes
What do you give?
Look, if it's not a plane
I'm trying to negotiate it
If it's not very good
I can also still sleep
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Also sleep well
Sometimes
Do you prefer cold?
Or do you prefer to transfer to bed?
No, I prefer
Do you understand what I mean?
I have that weird question in my life
Then I think
How long does the transition take?
It can take 10 years
Wow
What about you?
I think it's almost 10 years
Maybe this winter
The winter is over
Let it be
So I was sweating
And then I thought
Better that than very cold
But if you're really sweating
Of course where you're wet
It's terrible
Eye mask?
I have a sleep mask
Do you have a good one?
I came back
But this leads
But I came back
Otherwise you'd have to wake up
With all those stripes
But then you have to get rid of it
But then you have to find it
If it's light
Then I lie like this
You have to go back to those photos
But it really helps
If you have problems with sleep
Do try a sleep mask
I'm very stupid
That's stupid
I really have to fix that
That's super nice
People say
It really makes sense
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And I even sleep on a sleep mask
You sleep on a sleep mask?
Yes
It's not a sleep mask
That's what it's called
They're all pricks
You know it too
You also sleep on it
You know people
And they're happy to see more people
You don't?
I don't know
I think it's something like this
It's for your back
From your belly to your head
Like in the car
But these are pricks
These are pricks
Your back is red
But I think it's super nice
It's really for your stream
All your meridians
And everything is streamed
Sometimes I go to bed
And then I go to bed
And then I go to bed
No
You have to choose
I don't have to
You have to choose
I don't have to
You have to choose
That's a sleep mask
With such a mask
I decide that myself
You can sleep with that
You can sleep
And you?
You have to choose
I have to choose
It's exhausting
You have to put in a lot of energy
And the other thing
But you have to sleep
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I have to choose
I don't like it
But it's not sleep
I'm going to beat the police
It's more in the...
In the erotic
In the picanteria
And we're back
But then it's still sleep
I'm not going to answer that
You don't know
You have to say
I don't want to
We have to continue
You're in bed with Harry
And Harry says
We have to continue
Or I'll give you
Or you have to take the first slap
5 stars
Do it again
That's your limit
You don't want to talk about that
Then it will be sleep
It will be something like that
It will be a little strange
Why you don't say that
That's fine
If you're in bed with Harry
And you're in bed with Harry
You also have a slap
Exactly
We talked about the massages
That I beat the police
I don't like it
What don't you like?
It's not like
There's a room next to it
There's a room next to it
There's also a room next to it
No
I don't like it
But you can record yourself
If I had to choose
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I would say slap
Exactly
But you want me to have the other team
No, not at all
Because you're from the spikers
No, no, no
That's not true
That's really not true
Do you talk during sex?
Are you a singer?
Are you a vocalist?
I think the Christ is meant
Let's continue
I don't want to talk about it
It's not easy
Oh my God
Where did I come from?
You can learn a lot about sex
But we're not going to talk about it now
What do you mean?
You can learn a lot
But you can learn a lot
Oh
Look
Is that a good sign?
Tuddy go
Exactly
We went to another function every week
The school started
And everyone wanted to do it
Everyone wanted to do it
It's good for their kids
It's good for school
And it's for every year
And all levels
And all courses
We talked about it last week
But they also offered videos
Of teachers
Per class
Every class
If they had this
In my time
Because there were teachers
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I know that
I had a
3 for economics
I finally beat
With an 8
Exactly the same story
But someone else told you
And then I thought
So if you think
Right?
My child could really use this
Exactly
Then we have a shorting code
You can see the description
You can click on the link
Then you get 20% shorting
On a studygo subscription
I would do it
Then we go to the stars
For good
5
I give 5 a lot of points
Because it's so nice
And what I always find wonderful
Is that we have so much time
Every day
Unbelievable every day
That's very long
That you're just gone
It's nice to really give 5
There were also 5
Very good
We are now going to the libellum
I was also laughing at my mother
And they always had their children
On the back
I don't know why they didn't find someone new
On the back
Mary Jo is not
Not really
Not really funny
Under good
Under good
I'm going to do that
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Well
It's of course
The main editor
Has a piece again
Do they have a price?
No, they don't
They stay at home
And they ask a lot
What is actually pretty nice
They ask a lot of input
I have a lot
Of what do you think
You write your own sheet
But it's also very nice
When you see it positive
And then they have studies
And they say
Who of you is afraid to call
And then they say
How many percent do you think is afraid to call
I think a lot
How many percent is afraid to call
63%
Is afraid to call
From the libellum readers
Is 29% afraid to call
But the young generation
Is super afraid to call
Not really
Oh you do
Oh yes
Milo
No
If your phone is ringing
That's not yet
But I know that a lot of people
Children are like
Don't do that
And who of the libellum readers
Covered the table
There are people who cover the table
But not beautiful
How many people cover the table
Do you feel like you cover the table
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No
How do you do that
No but not really with a dress
I thought you meant that
You don't do that
I just have a nice table
Where I can put my stuff and my box
But I always like it when things are beautiful
Exactly when you eat with boxes
A box
A box
Do you cover the table
With a placement
My parents had a plastic placement
Oh yes
With an old car
No
I think they were from the blockers
I don't know why
And they went to the end with a horse
They went over it
And it also smelled like that
Oh I know that
Then there is a big
I didn't tell how many people cover the table
No that was a lot
62% of the libellum readers cover the table
And it's important
That you do that
Especially when you are alone
You think that libellum readers are all alone
Sorry
Sorry I didn't ask
But libellum readers are all alone
You do it luckily
Libellum readers
There are a lot
I think it's a bit out of tune
I think so
I think a bit
I don't know
The Flair was used to be a bit younger
And then libellum readers are older
But I think
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They keep reading the libellum readers
But they are getting older
I don't know
They should tell
But you cover the table
I cover the table for myself
With a dress
I am a lot of dresses
Do you also have napkins of fabric
No
I have napkins
I have napkins of paper
And if I really have napkins
Sometimes I just use a piece of cake roll
But it's green
It's in colours
But I also have napkins
But napkins of paper
I cover them in the middle
Because I think it's a bit sad
To cover the whole napkin
Because I only do it once a day
While I eat
If I drink
I think it's a bit childish
This interview of Jan Kooijman
And it was made by
Theatijs
I don't know
Just a Theatij
We thought there would be no Theatijs
I don't know who Theatijs is
He also interviewed me
Is he not young?
He is not
23
How old is he?
23
Your lifetime
Younger than you
Younger than you
It's funny
You see Jan Kooijman
He is in a musical
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Pretty Woman
But because of you
He didn't look very good
On the musical
On the musical
On himself or this one
It became too big
I'm experienced enough
To know that
And to see that
For a big performance
Of 2,5 hours but a rehearsal period
Of 3,5 weeks
I think that's incredibly short
Me too
And he also
He doesn't understand anything
He thinks it's too short
And he has
It's a bit
A typical Theatijs
You think all the time
You didn't say it
No, I think that
That Pretty Woman looked at it
But that he is already in
I don't know if he can sing
I haven't heard him sing yet
But they do it
And then they have
A piece of
A piece of
A piece of
A piece of
A piece of
A piece of
A piece of
Oh yeah
My mother was also once
I was just talking about it
I tried to be very conscious
That I don't do that
Because it's very fast
When you associate
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That you think very fast
And then they have these techniques
To make a good conversation
I thought
They are subtle
No, really
I don't think you do that
No, it's really not
Really not
Um
Listen, associate and continue
I just don't think that's a very good tip
Listen, associate and continue
So I hear you say
Listen, associate and continue
And why do you say that
I would find that very strange
Because he does it every time
My answer is associate and I hear you say
I hear you say I'm a clown
But why
Okay, continue
Answers, opinions and advices
Let grandma be at home
So no answers, no opinions
And no advices
I find it very difficult
But you are very quick to say
What you have to do
To come up with an advice
At the beginning
And then they have a very big piece
We are going to close
A big piece of
My sister and I
We have to read them all
Stories and advices
And then they think
We have four pages
And there was someone who edited that
Yes, the text is from
Krista
Izelaar
Yes, Krista, Izelaar
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I think I'm a little confused
But no, that would be really hot
But that's nice
Because you have a sister
Yes, I certainly have a sister, she's ten years old
We are so different
So different
Other times
Really
When I look at photos
Of how my sister and older brother look
When they are done with my jackets and strips
Then my brother
And my sister really thought
And I was still a newcomer
I was a little hippie
And my parents thought
We still have one room
But so others
When they say nothing
But I stayed
But I don't think
That I don't like people
But we don't have so much
Because of that
People knew
Not the people we saw
But in the past
There were no children
All those children looked like little adults
So you had a jacket
And a suit
There were no children
But it wasn't like that
Everything was a little smaller
Little smaller
When you look at old photos
I saw an old movie from Paris
Those children looked like little adults
Also fun
Super stylish
Of course
But that's really funny
My sisters are really important
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And not just
Annette
She is one year and three months
And that's very short
So we always thought we were a twin
Because we were so close
You thought the whole time
No, we didn't
We thought it was a twin
No, I've never said that
But that's what other people thought
And she lives in Brunsum
That's also a long way away
And we both live
I live with Annette
But we often see each other
But sometimes
She gets used to it
Modern etiquette
Yes
Your best friend
Sleepy
Wait a minute
This is fun
But you don't hear it yourself
Your best friend
Talk constantly about her ex
Or else your best friend
Talk constantly about his ex
While the relationship is a year
What would you do?
Have you experienced it?
No
But on the edge
That people
The one who had the hesitation
To talk about
That negative feeling
You know me
I can't deal with that
I think
Come on
And through
That's what I always think
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How annoying
Because it's so important
To ventilate
I always think it's annoying
You?
I've told someone
And I think it's true
You never see it again
But someone does that
Because then the relationship is still
The relationship is over
But if you explain it
Then in some way
Is the relationship still
So to make a difference
Then you definitely make a difference
And if you
If you don't let it go
Then in some way
You extend the relationship
I think it's interesting
I think it's something like that
If you can make that clear
And that
In the beginning
That someone talks a lot about it
As a good friend
They can talk about it for years
It doesn't matter to me
It would be for a long time
And you are still fine
If you are a friend
Then you take it from someone
But at some point
You also want to help someone
And then I think it's good
About why
What is it?
In place of just listening
Just go into a conversation
Because of course we get
Reactions on it
Gert-Jan Worte
When it's over
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I have to laugh
That's not a good way to keep a friend
Or Yuji
Who says put on music
Let it go
With the mind-set
That Mila Mehl
Who says love
It's a process
So it doesn't have to be judged
I think it's good
This is also good
Making new memories
Go into a conversation
Why does it irritate you
That someone talks about it
Maybe there will be nice insights
I think making memories is difficult
I know
That's why I liked to say it
It's true
That you have to let someone
On his or her path
And then
When friends are there
You have friends for that
It's also about the good times
That you are there when someone needs you
Time is relative
What is for you
Maybe it takes more time
Yes
Just listen
Just be for someone
If you really think it will be obsessive
Then you have to talk to someone
But then from love
And not from your own feelings
I've heard enough
That it's not so much for that
But it's more
To help someone
To make a path
To be able to go further
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Yes
Yes
That was it
Then
Are we there next week?
And we are
On the stage
Of course
And then the live broadcast
Of last saturday
On the stage
I wanted to tell that
I'll tell you
It can still be
What was so much fun
We had the live broadcast
And that was super exciting for us
Right?
Because we came there
And then there were just four people
And that was just very hard
And there was someone else
Who thought about those two
And then we went backstage
You had to wait behind
There were more people
And then
Against two hours it was just full
We were very happy
And it was so fun
And young
And also
Super fun
And it was also taken on picture
And then we came off
And then someone from the EHBO
A wife of the Red Cross
She walked with us
And there was no one else
And she said
I am visually adjusted
Visually, it didn't work
Because from you it all worked
She was completely blue
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She was completely behind
And you were with the horses
She said
Is that with Concourie Pieck?
It was completely wrong
It worked
You didn't see yourself
You saw yourself
You saw yourself in the dark
Because I thought
I didn't see myself
It was about the sound
So I walked away
You didn't see yourself
You didn't see yourself
You didn't see yourself
You didn't see yourself
Write it in a book
And I will buy it
This was it
It was nice to talk to you
So Woon saw everything
Bodino and everything
Woon
Oh, that would be so beautiful
I could use that
I appreciate it
That's the sound of Paula getting up
Random act of helpfulness
We just told her the helpful SoCal Honda
Dealers will be giving her yard a professional
Makeover and we paid her
For sharing that story on the radio
And we can help you too with a great deal
Of reliable award winning Honda
Like the 2024 CRV
To find the helpful SoCal Honda Dealer near you
And to submit a random act of helpfulness
For someone you know, visit SoCalHondaDealers.com
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